
SCOTLAND
Let’s travel to the land of history and mystery



Scotland lies to the north of 
England



Scotland is a part of the UK



The national Royal State 
Emblem



The national state flag



The Lion Rampant used to be 
a flag of Scotland in the past



Let’s travel to the capital of 
Scotland



Edinburgh is the cleanest city 
in Scotland



Edinburgh castle is in the 
centre of the city



Edinburgh castle is more than 
a thousand years old



Edinburgh International 
College



Edinburgh Museum of 
Childhood



The national museum of 
Scotland



The University of Scotland



University Crest



The Royal Mile



A statue of Walter Scott the 
father of British historical 
novel



 A monument to greyfriars 
Bobby



Shopping tours in 
Edinburgh



Glasgow is the largest city in 
Scotland



It combines the old and the 
new



600.000 people live in the 
main city



Glasgow stands on the river 
Clyde



Glasgow is a large 
administrative and cultural 

centre



Glasgow city museum



Glasgow University



Glasgow City Cathedral



Scotland is proud of its 
castles

Balmoral Royal Castle



Eilean Donan Castle is a 
landmark of Scotland



Sterling castle is connected 
with the struggle of Scotland 

for independence



William Wallace headed the 
struggle for independence of 

Scotland



The national musical 
instrument is bagpipe



Bagpipers play their music on 
the ceremonial occaisions



At the official ceremonies the 
Scots put on their national 
dress



Clan kilts and hats were worn 
in the 18th century



Clan kilts differed in 
colours



The same colours composed 
different clan kilts



Tartans were made of wool



The main holiday of the year is 
Hogmanay



It is celebrated on the 31st of 
December



It has become a real Scottish 
festivity



The streets and squares are 
full of people at night



The Scots cook their 
traditional holiday food



The recipe of haggis is 
different in different families



Scottish kids like doing the 
same things as kids in our 
country



They play many ball games 
including golf



Soccer is popular with boys 
and girls



Rowing on the lakes and 
rafting down the mountainous 
rivers



No less popular is running


